Ridge View Residential College (RVRC) offers a unique living-learning experience to Year One students. The only residential college that is located at the centre of the Kent Ridge campus, the RVRC curriculum offers an integrated and multidisciplinary focus on sustainability, communication competencies, and workplace readiness.

This two-year residential programme offers constant and close interaction with fellow residents, student fellows, seniors and faculty, through formal classroom settings and informal community living. Students are presented with ample opportunities for exchange of ideas with industry players and prominent individuals from the public and private sectors, through dialogues, industry visits and project mentorship programmes. Besides a competent grasp of subject matter, this enhances a student’s clarity, confidence and work readiness.

The RVRC living-learning experience contributes to the overall development of an undergraduate – academically, socially, personally and professionally. Students are exposed to co-academic and community enhancement programmes, and assured of space to experiment with different ideas and experiences through a diversified platform which complement their academic experience at their respective faculties and schools. By expanding competencies, students begin to explore academic, career and lifelong alternatives.
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